Using Capital Letters and Periods

Directions: Read each group of words. Rewrite them with capital letters and periods in correct places.

1. it rained all day my teacher said we couldn’t go outside i jumped in puddles on my way home

   It rained all day. My teacher said we couldn’t go outside. I jumped in puddles on my way home.

2. my mom made pie for dessert it was so good I had a second piece before bedtime

   My mom made pie for dessert. It was so good. I had a second piece before bedtime.

3. i keep thinking about food I think of soft bread, sauce, and cheese i must be hungry for pizza

   I keep thinking about food. I think of soft bread, sauce, and cheese. I must be hungry for pizza.

4. we grew a summer garden it had green beans, squash, and tomatoes in it my mom canned the green beans

   We grew a summer garden. I had green beans, squash, and tomatoes in it. My mom canned the green beans.